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3

37

37

36

35

4

Curve the ends around

to follow the frame

File off all protruding tags but

leave the joining strips.

8

Tank top supports

made from scrap etch

7 cut down for bunker

7

Check that the tank tops fit

but do not solder in place yet.

28

3

4



14

Cut small slots in

13, glaze 14 and

fit at an angle

Recess for

cab rear

shown in red.

38

File off these

2 tags.

29

11

10

9

Fold top of frame down and

fold lever double.

Assemble with 0.5mm wire

18
19

20

Scrap etch.

Solder under red lines

5

6

12

13



15
16

22

23

21

24

If using the ventilator,

the half etched hole

needs to be cut out.

7



30

31

32

33

1mm wire with the end

 squashed in pliers

Some of this area will

need removing to

clear the gearbox

8



The floor will fit after fitting

all the cab detail by tilting it

down at the front. It will

stay in place without fixing.

53

Brackets fit inside

frames in line with

centre of cab doorway.

Brackets fit inside

frames against back of

front plate 3.

44 1.5mm angle

44

1.5mm angle

Clack valve castings with 0.5mm

wire fitted, L & R/H.  The wire can

be cut short at the cab front or

passed through if a hole is drilled.

1.5mm hole for regulator R/H side only

1.0mm hole for valve L/H side only
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The hose reel has proved impossible to draw for the sketches

so this is the best I can do.  The L/H one is generic and easy

to fit, the R/H one more accurate but very fiddly.  Fit the gusset

plates while still flat, fold up and curve the ends the reinforce

with solder.  The L/H one sits on top of the sand control on the

dome but the R/H one will need positioning by hand.  Remove

the joining strips on 50 after fitting to the dome.

42

43

50

The sand dome with the hose reel can be fitted front or rear.

The safety valves on the steam dome are always on the side

furthest from the hose reel.  Fit sand pipes from 0.7mm wire

before fitting the sand domes.  Drill the holes for the regulator

and water lifter valve after fitting the steam dome.

OR

39

0.6mm wire

L/H side only

Forwards

Forwards

10



0.6mm wire

1mm wire

Lubricators - bend

pipes and drill holes

to match pictures

Roof top whistle -

2 holes required

Water fillers

Dome top whistle - 1 hole

required.  Cut off lever to

use in cab front bracket

49

Regulator assembly

Headlamp

Into hole in L/H

side of dome

5mm from top

54

55

Hose connection

flange

Base sits on

tank top behind

the water filler

9



51

52

Move up

3mm

Top

hole

15
16

0.5mm

wire

47

To roof or cab

front for whistle

Whistle handle

from wire on 5

Handwheel 54

on 1,3,6 and 7

Handwheel 55

on 2 and 4

2
3

4 5
6

7 1

Lower pipes follow

side of ashpan to

behind rear wheels

Injector pipes turn

forward and end

at bulkhead

10

46

Try cock made from

0.5mm wire with a

twist of fine wire for

the handle

Detail drawing showing sand

box levers 48 and routing of pull

rods made from 0.5mm wire

Position of dome

mounted whistle

with pull cord

from fine wire


